Automatic pancreas anatomical part detection in endoscopic ultrasound videos
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ABSTRACT
Pancreatic cancer, due to poor survival rates, stands as the 3\textsuperscript{rd} cause of death by cancer in 2021 and is predicted to become 2\textsuperscript{nd} in 10 years from now. To counter this trend, early diagnosis is the only way to significantly improve survival rate but as standard 3D medical imaging fails to achieve early detection, endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) stands as the only viable option today. This technique, however, is not widely available due to its difficulty. One challenging aspect of EUS is the complex interpretation of ultrasound images during the examination. It is not rare for non-experts to miss the screening of parts of the pancreas during the procedure, leaving tumors undetected. Here, we propose an automated method to support non-expert clinicians in their practice by providing a deep learning (DL) based tool able to detect the anatomical parts seen under EUS in order to guide non-expert EUS practitioners. For this purpose, we have collected 41 EUS videos and annotated the anatomy viewed in each video frame. Considering the challenging and novel nature of EUS data and motion, we propose a systemic analysis of state-of-the-art feature extractors and temporal modules on this unique dataset. In particular, we extend popular models with LSTM temporal modules and compare their performance to the newly introduced vision transformers, yielding an overall comparison of 35 models. The results highlight the benefits of transformers for their ability to capture more anatomical context thanks to the division into patches and positional embeddings. As a result, our study paves the way to AI-assisted pancreas examination for early cancer detection.
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1. Introduction

Pancreatic cancer is one of the cancer associated with the poorest prognosis. It has a survival rate at 5 years as low as 8\% (Ferlay et al. 2019). However, this dramatic figure is highly dependent on the tumor size at first diagnosis examination. Indeed, identification of tumors smaller than 10mm can increase the survival rate by a factor of 10, up to 80\% (Ferlay et al. 2019; Tonozuka et al. 2021b). This stresses the need for an efficient early diagnostic route to maximize patient’s treatment efficiency. Unfortu-
nately, standard imaging methods such as computed tomography scanner (CT-scan) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are not yet able to reveal tumors smaller than 20 mm (Huang et al. 2021). Pancreatic cancer evolution worldwide is today considered as a pandemic issue with a number of new cases doubling every decade since the year 2000 (Huang et al. 2021). Currently, even if pancreatic cancer is the 7th cause of cancer in Europe, it stands as the 3rd cause of cancer-related death and its rapid evolution may bring it to the 2nd rank in 2030’s. In this context, endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) currently stands as the only efficient technique for detecting early signs of pancreatic cancer. In particular, it has been demonstrated to be efficient on tumors as small as 5mm (Huang et al. 2021). The main drawback of this method is its important dependence on the clinician’s skill. Many years of practice are necessary to fully exploit its diagnosis potential. The difficulty lies in the duality of the technique, as the clinician must (Zhang et al. 2018; Bialek and Jakubowski 2017): (1) navigate the flexible probe inside the patient body in a weakly constrained configuration (the stomach), and (2) interpret complex ultrasound images at the same time. For a non-expert endoscopist, identifying parenchyma of a non-normal pancreas in ultrasound images already represents a highly complex task and it is one of the first skills to acquire during EUS training. Today, no automated or semi-automated system is available for such task. On top of pancreas parenchyma recognition, practitioners have to identify which segment of the gland is under consideration. This is mandatory for navigating the EUS probe and, as a result, assessing screening of the complete gland. This coverage assessment is the only way to confirm/deny the presence of lesions or signs of early cancer. Overlooking a part of the pancreas could imply the non-diagnostic of a lesion, which would lead to dramatic consequences for the patient (Adler and Diehl 2015). An automated assisting system for pancreas parenchyma presence detection and segment identification, as could be provided by an artificial intelligence based assistant, would help non-expert EUS practitioners in their daily task.

Verifying the correctness of the examination of an organ is found in other domains. For instance Freedman et al. (2020) highlight the usefulness of a tool that verifies that every part of the colon has been observed to avoid missing polyps. Wu et al. (2017) highlight how DL can be used to ensure the image quality for obstetric examination, which is crucial for accurate biometric measurement. In terms of research on DL model applied to EUS, very few studies have been produced. Tonozuka et al. (2021a) develop a computer-assisted diagnosis system to localise pancreatic ductal carcinoma. Moreover, (Zhang et al. 2020) study multiple chained DL-based models to identify stations and segments the pancreas parenchyma. But none of these methods take advantage of the temporal information from EUS videos, which is of key importance to the practitioner. It is admitted in the endoscopist community that several anatomical structures are almost impossible to identify from a static image. This arise from the difficulty to replace the current frame in a local context where different external visual markers are needed to disambiguate pancreas parts classification. This is in particular the case for differentiating the pancreas body from the tail which is very complicated to distinguish by their own. Nevertheless, vicinity of the spleen or kidney is indicative of tail part. On the other hand, surrounding structures like the common bile duct or mesenteric vessels are also distinctive markers. But as US can only give a 2D cross-sectional view per frame, multiple consecutive frames, corresponding to temporal context, may be required to gather all these information for final classification by human experts.

Our aim is to pave the way for an AI assistant to EUS procedures. We first introduce a new dataset with EUS videos collected from hepato-biliary surgery department **** and labelled with the examined segment of the pancreas as well as the liver.
We then propose a systematic analysis of state-of-the-art models and proposed extensions to analyze challenging EUS data. We focus our methodology on the extensive evaluation of 20 state-of-the-art DL architectures (12 based on CNN, 8 based on visual transformers) in order to capture the main properties of spatial context learning. On top of this spatial information, we also studied the temporal component and its influence on EUS clip classification performance. In total, 35 DL models are studied in this work.

2. EUS-C40 Dataset

2.1. Videos collection

We collected clinical videos from 40 patients undergoing EUS for pancreatic cancer screening. These patients previously underwent a pancreas control CT-scan revealing a pancreas disease suspicion, which can be one of the primary marker for possible pancreas cancer. Our video database is therefore constituted with views of pathological pancreas (and also, generally, liver) parenchyma. All videos start when the EUS probe has reached the stomach and end when the EUS probe is removed from the patient’s body. The videos length are between 15 and 60 minutes and they come from 2 different ultrasound systems (Olympus and Hitachi EUS systems). The frequency of the ultrasound signal was set at 7.5 MHz for all the EUS. All videos were resized to 224x224 pixels and any layout from ultrasound systems was removed (including potential patient information). We also point out that these videos were recorded from EUS procedures performed by an expert endoscopist. Consequently, videos are relatively smooth in the sense that the practitioner masters the flexible EUS movement control, which allows to have a continuous screening of the pancreas parts (without erratic probe movement that could render in fuzzy EUS videos) and ensures a complete gland screening with high degree of confidence.
2.2. Annotation

An experienced EUS endoscopist annotated EUS video frames with the following labels (see Figure 1):

- Liver parenchyma: the liver has a characteristic parenchyma, different from pancreas’ one. It is generally easy to identify by a trained clinician.
- Pancreas head parenchyma: the head can be identified from both its texture and the presence of the common bile duct (as in Figure 1), mesentric blood vessels and/or portal vein.
- Pancreas body parenchyma: when examining the body in EUS video, internal structures such as the Wirsung duct (a bile duct) or splenic vessels are often visible. The kidney (external structure) can sometimes be seen towards the left pancreatic body.
- Pancreas tail parenchyma: like the body, the pancreas tail can be characterized by internal structures such as splenic vessels. But a disambiguation criteria stands in the observation of typical external anatomical landmarks such as adrenal gland and/or spleen.
- Artefacts: Doppler mode obscuring the ultrasound image, large shadow cone due to poor probe position and probe outside the patient.
- Other: Other anatomical structures likely to be encountered during an EUS (gastric folds, stomach wall, mediastinum, duodenum).

The videos are processed at 5 fps (with initial EUS videos collected at 30fps). Ambiguous EUS video parts and portions with elastography were excluded (15% of the initial frames). The annotated data represents 179,092 frames, corresponding to 786 video clips containing the same label continuously. The average clip duration is 37 seconds.

We point out here the role of spatio-temporal context in the annotation process as performed by EUS expert. Indeed, if liver parenchyma is quite distinctive (by its texture and shape) and straightforward to annotate with high confidence, pancreas parts are much more complicated to label. The difficulty lies in its texture that is less characteristic with respect to the rest of EUS images, but also the distinction between the different parts (head/body/tail). The volumes of pancreas segments are not equal and are distributed in about (1) head: 40%, (2) body: 40% and (3) tail: 20%. This typical distribution stands for a normal gland, but in case of ill pancreas, as in our data, it frequently appears that the tail is atrophic and its relative volume is lowered. This translates in our dataset into almost 5 times less tail segments with respect to head and body segments. head, body, artefact and other segments are otherwise balanced (cf Figure 2). Beyond tail occurrence imbalance with respect to other classes, the typical parenchyma size is also smaller in this region compared to rest of the pancreas parenchyma. This translates to a smaller surface area of tail parenchyma in EUS videos compared to head, body or even liver. Eventually, regarding tail classification, it turns out that its determination is highly dependent on external anatomical landmarks in order to be distinguished from the body part.

3. Method

Based on our experience in annotating pancreas segments, we aim to demonstrate that temporal information is highly valuable in EUS and show the challenge of ob-
taining exploitable spatial features from ultrasound images. To better understand DL models ability to extract these spatial features, we have chosen to compare CNN and vision transformer (ViT) architectures. CNN allowed the renewal of DL in computer vision, with associated increase in computing power and availability of large datasets (Krizhevsky et al. 2017). CNN in particular benefit from the local pixel correlation analysis and are known to offer shift invariance; nevertheless, they suffer from long-range correlation impediment which has been treated by combining multi-scale analysis (Redmon and Farhadi 2018)(Lin et al. 2017). Aside CNN, computer vision community has recently focused on new ViT architectures in which the paradigm of local pixel correlation, treated by convolutions, has been replaced by self-attention maps approach with full-image range correlation analysis (Dosovitskiy et al. 2020)(Carion et al. 2020). These new ViT architectures demonstrate significant improvement in many computer vision tasks. However, both CNN and ViT performances has been mainly demonstrated on natural images, which significantly differ from the ultrasound images we are interested in. Furthermore, this comparison is motivated by the intrinsic behavior of ViT. Indeed, we made the hypothesis that patching and position embedding will better capture connections between large textures and rare areas with salient objects in the ultrasound images. For our work, three CNN (Tan and Le 2019)(He et al. 2016)(Liu et al. 2022) and five ViT (Touvron et al. 2021)(d’Ascoli et al. 2021)(Chu et al. 2021)(Ali et al. 2021)(Bao et al. 2021) architectures have been selected. In total, we have evaluated 15 models as we considered several flavors of the same backbone (cf Figure 3-C1), allowing us to test for the influence of the number of parameters on classification efficiency. Concerning the temporal features, we first tried to dissociate them from the spatial ones. For that purpose, starting from the very same backbones with created 15 new models incorporating a Long Short-term Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997) to handle the temporal component in addition to spatial features. Here the LSTM have been used to aggregate feature, as outputed from CNN backbones, through time in order to proceed an internal representation used for final classification (cf Figure 3-C2). Then we went further by combining these two aspects with other models designed for video classification. For this type of classifier, we selected four models based on CNN (Karpathy et al. 2014)(Tran et al. 2018)(Feichtenhofer et al. 2019)(Feichtenhofer 2020) and one model based on ViT (Fan et al. 2020).
2021) (cf Figure 3-C3). This study thus integrates 35 models in total and provides their extensive comparison in classifying EUS video clips.

In order to take advantage of the temporal aspect in our video data, subclips were used to train and evaluate DL models. A subclip, randomly selected from a clip, are constituted from 16 consecutive frames from downsampled EUS video at 5fps. This corresponds to 3.2 seconds of real-time EUS video. In our experiments, the 3 tested configurations can be described as follow (see Figure 3 for representation of training phase):

- **Configuration 1** (C1): A classifier is trained frame-wise (frame label being identical to subclip label the frame is extracted from). Frames are passed through the backbone and then through a fully connected neural network which output label prediction vector per frame. Once trained, subclip evaluation is performed by a voting system based on each subclip frame classification vectors (average pooling followed by argmax).

- **Configuration 2** (C2): Our original design integrating LSTM module is used. Every single subclip frame passes through the backbone, and the 16 feature vectors are consider as token for the LSTM. Last LSTM module output is then fed into a fully connected network for the classification of the subclip. Training and evaluation follow the same pipeline.

- **Configuration 3** (C3): Video classification models take directly clips as inputs and they are also trained and evaluated on subclips.

C1 stands a baseline for evaluating spatial context value at frame level. Comparison to C2 allows for evaluating the temporal component value in the classification result. C3 stands as more complex architecture embedding spatial and temporal components and comparison to C2 allows for evaluation of the model complexity impact on prediction accuracy.

![Figure 3. Diagram illustrating the different configurations.](image)
4. Experiments and results

4.1. Dataset setup

Train, validation and test subsets are respectively constituted of 487, 165 and 134 clips. We have taken particular care to respect the balance of the classes occurrences in between subsets and to prevent a patient from appearing in two different subsets. Indeed, as we are facing diseased parenchyma which may significantly differ from patient to patient in their ultrasound imaging, we took particular attention not to introduce such bias in our analysis and particularly during the generalization testing procedure.

4.2. Experimental setup

All models were pre-trained on ImageNet (Deng et al. 2009), except for models from C3 which were pre-trained on Kinect-400 (Kay et al. 2017), and then finetuned on our dataset. To prevent overfitting, geometric and pixel level data augmentation have been applied. For each model, the checkpoint achieving best results on the validation subset was used for the evaluation on the test subset. The accuracy was calculated for each class separately and averaged across classes with equal weights. We report the top-1 accuracy for all models/configurations in Figure 4. Overall, MViT (Fan et al. 2021) (C3) performs the best on our dataset with top-1 accuracy of 66.8% while XCiT T-LSTM (C2) is ranked second with top-1 accuracy of 66.1%. We note here the significant parameters numbers difference (11.9 millions for XCiT T-LSTM compared to 36 millions for MViT). Note that if we do not distinguish between pancreas parts classes, we reach 80% accuracy for pancreas detection.

We also depict in Figure 5 some confusion matrices results. We clearly see a general good classification for liver and artifacts. We also note a body and head good classification for the different models. The most striking point is the non-ability of almost all models to capture the tail which is most of the time misclassified as body. Only MViT model (Fan et al. 2021) is able to distinguish the tail with reasonable performance.

5. Discussion and conclusion

Our results show that models using temporal context (C2 and C3) obtain significantly better results than models based only on static frames (C1). For example, the addition of LSTM (C2) improved the results by an average of 4.7 points and up to 10 points (Figure 4) compared to corresponding C1 configuration. Moreover, we can notice that generally the backbones based on ViT obtain better results than the backbones using CNN. Indeed, in average ViT models obtain an accuracy of 58.6 and 61.6 in C1 and C2 respectively, while the CNN obtain an accuracy of 53.3 and 57.5 in C1 and C2 respectively. Moreover MViT outperformed all CNN based video classifier models (C3). We suspect that the intrinsic behavior of ViT could capture more information on the anatomical context than CNN.

Ill pancreas parenchyma is very complicated to identify for an untrained observer from an EUS video because of the poorly defined organ boundaries, inhomogeneous speckle texture and the overall similarity of the surrounding structures. Many years of practice are necessary for gastroenterologists to efficiently recognize degraded parenchyma in this context. Here, we demonstrate that identifying a short video clip
Figure 4. Scatter plot of the accuracy in relation to the number of trainable parameters of the following models and associated configurations: EfficientNet (B0, B1, B2) (Tan and Le 2019), ResNet (18, 26, 34) (He et al. 2016), ConvNeXt (S) (Liu et al. 2022), CaiT (XXS, S) (Touvron et al. 2021), ConvViT (S, T) (d’Ascoli et al. 2021), Twins (S) (Chu et al. 2021), XCiT (S) (Ali et al. 2021), BEiT (Bao et al. 2021), ResNet 3D (Karpathy et al. 2014), ResNet2D+1 (Tran et al. 2018), SlowFast (Feichtenhofer et al. 2019), X3D (Feichtenhofer 2020) and MViT (Fan et al. 2021). CNN and ViT backbone models are resp. red and blue colored. C1, C2 and C3 configurations are resp. marked as empty, plain and wireframe symbols. When needed, backbone flavor is indicated near the C1 empty symbol. An arrow is indicating evolution from C1 to C2 configuration accuracies.
Figure 5. Confusion matrices for different models.
as containing pancreas (degraded) parenchyma is already possible with a confidence higher than 80%. This achievement already holds great potential for clinical application where EUS training practitioners could be guided by an automated system displaying presence/absence of pancreas in the control screen, helping focusing attention when necessary while manipulating the flexible endoscope in the meantime. This would significantly reduce mental workload and accelerate EUS learning curve. We also point out here that such value is typically what intermediate EUS users in our team can achieve during annotation work where video slow down, replay and full video analysis is possible at user pace with "only" annotation task under consideration. However, this is not characteristic of relevant medical scenario when practitioner also manipulates the endoscope, search for parenchyma tissue in US video in order to locate pancreas part under consideration and screens for potential lesions in the same time, all of this at "real" video speed. So we believe this performance in classification is already valuable in clinical use for beginner to intermediate users where real-time analysis with comparable efficiency could guide user during his complex pancreas EUS screening.

When considering pancreas parts, our study shows very promising results with overall classification as high as 66.8%. Looking at confusion matrices to refine our interpretation, it appears that C2 and C3 models generally led to very good classification of classes head, artefact, liver and other. However, this is significantly different for the tail that is always classified as body except for MViT which demonstrates reasonable performances with classification accuracy as high as 56% for this label. As we explained earlier, this misclassification error is not surprising considering the high similarity between body and tail segment. It is also one of the most difficult tasks even for endoscopists. But MViT’s significant results in this tail/body discrimination is highly interesting. Our best hypothesis here is that its multi-scale architecture is at the origin of its better performance. This tail classification issue is crucial for our application as it is a highly important marker for ensuring that the gland screening has been done properly and there was no unexamined part at the extremity of the pancreas. So efforts still have to be devoted to understand and improve its classification in EUS videos. Nevertheless, if we consider the relatively low volume represented by the tail, and the subsequent low fraction of EUS video focused on this segment, we can conclude that our approach is already very efficient to classify most of an EUS video.

In this paper, we present a new database of pancreas segments and liver annotated EUS videos. We have evaluated 35 models and demonstrated the superiority of temporal models when combined with the ability of vision transformers to treat ultrasound images. This pilot study shows very encouraging results and great promise in assisting gastroenterologists in EUS with direct impact on patient care. In order to test for guidance efficiency in real clinical scenario, we will start a study based on this result in order to check if a pancreas part detection tool, exhibiting such level of performance in real-time, could significantly help practitioner in their daily task in pancreatic EUS screening.
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